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If you have delivered a small Texas music masterpiece (Ramble On Privilege Creek) two years ago, 

it’s no easy task to produce the follow-up album. We certainly believed the band and mastermind 

Stewart Mann had it in them but the ease and aplomb with which they accomplish that feat – with 

strong, convincing songs and assured performances – do come as a surprise. So far the Statesboro 

Revue have not received the international recognition they deserve, being something of an insider’s 

tip on the roots rock scene – and yet their handmade, timeless southern rock drawing from country 

and blues is utterly spellbinding. Jukehouse Revival delivers further proof and has what it takes to 

be the band’s breakthrough success.  

 

Statesboro. This small Georgia town’s name is rich in musical history and certainly sounds 

auspicious to every roots’n’blues lover and fan of southern music. After all, Blind Willie McTell’s 

‘Statesboro Blues’ is one of the most-covered song right on the intersection of traditional blues and 

white southern rock Allman-Brothers-style. The band name is the brain child of singer-songwriter 

Stewart Mann, a highly talented musician from Austin who enjoys blurring the lines between 

southern roots’n’roll, old school rock, rural blues and boogie, classic country rock and Americana. 

He is the band’s main man taking center stage as primary songwriter and lead vocalist. 

 

“Different Kind Of Light” was their acclaimed Blue Rose debut in 2009 in a quintet formation with 

three guitars, bass and drums and some well-known guests like keyboarder Michael Ramos and 

guitarist Papa Mali. Produced by David Z (Storyville, Jonny Lang, BoDeans, Tab Benoit, Gov't 

Mule) it was certainly one of the most effective turn-of-the-decade neo-southern rock meets Texas 

roots'n’roll albums. Ramble On Privilege Creek, also on Blue Rose, continued along this path with a 

few more roots-oriented excursions. Stewart Mann had exchanged the band personnel and brought 

in his brother Gareth as lead guitarist and co-writer. A number of guests fit in seamlessly and helped 

create more intricate arrangements and a highly professional, self-produced sound. 

 

On their new album, Stewart & Gareth Mann more than ever explore country rock and all the facets 

the genre has to offer, particularly in the American south. The hard-hitting electric rockers, 

blues’n’boogie numbers and soul-oriented tracks have been almost completely eliminated on 

Jukehouse Revival in favor of groovy, twangy, steel-drenched, rural-sounding southern music 

which brings 70ies country rock, Memphis & Muscle Shoals sounds, Texas roadhouse honky tonk 

and the spirit of Capricorn Records together, evoking more liberal, peaceful, possibly better times. 

 

The restrained opener ‚Bedroom Floor’ is a perfect example with its rolling e-piano, weeping pedal 

steel and the clean electric guitar reminiscent of Steve Cropper and Eddie Hinton. ‘Every Town’ is 

lively, twangy country rock with a mellifluous organ part and a driving beat. ‘Undone’ develops 

from a banjo intro into a formidable guitar-driven roots rocker Band-of-Heathens-style. The catchy 

Tallahassee with its bayou flavor, fiddle and rollicking piano invites the listener to two-step. ‘Roll 

On Mama’ is dominated by driving e-piano, Levon Helm-style drumming and a razor-sharp slide 

guitar – and Stewart Mann’s formidable velvety soul voice. The mostly acoustic ballad ‘Count On 

Me’ with its singalong chorus bears repeated listening thanks to the backing choir, swelling organ, 

smart guitar picking and the underlying steel.  

 

‚Like The Sound’ brings riff-driven, rhythmically intricate southern boogie in a great mix of Band 

Of Heathens, Little Feat, The Band and Marshall Tucker Band – compelling electric guitars, piano 

solos and blues harp included. ‘Honkytonkin ‘’ delivers what its title promises: rolling southern 

hony tonk with a jam character, dueling acoustic & electric guitars, piano and steel. Then we get to 

melancholic, highly melodic country rock with pedal steel, multi-part harmonies and a furious banjo 

workout in ‘Satisfied’ before ‘Go Down Slow’ with glistening pedal steel, clean acoustic guitars 

and a glorious slide guitar finale lets us off into the sunset. An ideal ending but it’s followed by 

‘Last Ramble’, a heart-warming mountain hymn a la The Band with banjo, guitar, accordion and 

Stewart Mann singing as if he’s got a glass on moonshine whiskey waiting for him.  

 



 

Statesboro Revue remains a personally flexible band around the brothers Mann and drummer Kris 

Schoen, the only one pictured in the booklet with the Manns. Also part of the session’s core band - 

recorded by the ubiquitous George Reiff (Band Of Heathens, Ray Wylie Hubbard, Lincoln Durham, 

Shinyribs) – are bassist Ben Bradshaw, keyboarder  Travis Bishop and steeler/slide guitarist Geoff 

Queen (The Departed, Bruce Robison/Kelly Willis), all of them indispensable. Guests include 

fiddler Eleanor Whitmore (Mastersons, Steve Earle) and the co-producers and Band Of Heathens 

members Gordy Quist (two co-writes, guitar & vocals) and Scott Davis (guitars, accordeon, banjo, 

lap steel, percussion, backing vocals). Indeed, the first-class, transparent sound enables us to fully 

appreciate the intelligent, well thought-out and carefully executed arrangements. Clearly, this is an 

excellent album!  
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